Consent to collection and processing of data

1. The closed beta test of “Pizza Connection 3” shall help test the game for any defects
as well as create a good balancing and harmonic experience of the game. For this
purpose, Assemble Entertainment GmbH (in the following also referred to as “we”)
conducts the closed beta test and has integrated the tracking tool “Unity Analytics”
from the developer of the game engine “Unity” into the test version of the game.
Through this declaration of consent you declare your consent to the use of your
personal data that is collected during the beta test. You can only participate in the
beta test of “Pizza Connection 3” after providing this declaration of consent.
2. If you should have any questions concerning the collection of data or if you wish to
erase or correct your data or if you seek provision of information about the collected
data or if you wish to revoke your consent, please contact:

Assemble Entertainment GmbH, Georg-August-Zinn-Str. 2, 65183 Wiesbaden
EMAIL: betatest@assemble-entertainment.com
If you revoke your consent, a further participation in the beta test is not
possible. In this case, please do not use the software provided by us anymore.
3. If you participate in the beta test, different types of data are collected and transferred
to Unity. Unity then provides us with this data so we can process it. This data includes
technical data about your computer, such as the graphics card, processor, storage,
IP-address, operating system, Unity version etc. We collect this data to optimize the
performance of the game and to analyze causes of defects. Furthermore we collect
use-related data. Use-related data are e.g. the played level, playing time, obtained
achievements, the acquired funds of in-game-currency, number of restaurants,
customers, employees, pizzas as well as the time (in minutes) that has been spent on
the individual game modes. This data serves to balance and optimize the game
experience. This data is assigned to an anonymous user-ID so that we can also
determine developments. This assignment allows us to create anonymous user
profiles and to recognize developments of user behavior, even after the data - such
as an IP-address, SteamID or a user name – has been erased. The SteamID is a
user name used on the platform “Steam” of Valve Inc. The SteamID and a user name
created by the user himself are collected to enable the possibility of contacting you.
Should we have any questions concerning your game experience or potential
problems with the game due to your reports on the game or due to other data
received by us, we will use the user name or respectively the SteamID to contact you
via e-mail or other message system (e.g. via the platform Steam). Your e-mail
address is already collected during the registration process for the beta test directly
from you for contact purposes.

4. The collected data will be erased or completely anonymized at the latest at the end of
the release of the purchasable version of “Pizza Connection 3”. The data is only used
for the abovementioned purpose.
5. The developer assigned by us for the development of the game receives full access
to the data. The developer is a subsidiary company located in Germany that is
obliged to full confidentiality and that is commissioned by us to process the data.
6. Within the scope of use of the beta-version of the game the abovementioned data is
transferred automatically on our behalf to Unity Technology SF (“Unity”) that then
provides us with the data. Unity is located outside of the European Union in the
United States of America and is not certified according to the Privacy Shield Program.
Therefore it can not be assumed that data protection is provided on a level which
would be given if the processing would take place within the European Union.
Especially an access to the data of public authorities in the USA can not be ruled out.
Unity itself provides on its website the following information on data protection:
https://unity3d.com/de/legal/privacy-policy
7. Should we contact you via the platform Steam, data will be transferred to Valve Corp.
Furthermore Valve in its own name also collects data concerning the use of the
game, e.g. playing time or the obtainment of achievements, during the use of the beta
test of “Pizza Connection 3”. Valve is also located in the United States of America but
is certified according to the Privacy Shield Program which is why it can be assumed
that the same level of data protection is granted during the processing of the data as
would be granted if the data would be processed solely within the European Union.
Valve itself provides on its website the following information on data protection:
http://store.steampowered.com/privacy_agreement/
8. This consent is governed by German law.
9. You must be at least 18 years old to participate in the beta test and to effectively
declare your consent.

